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'The principal effort during the fourth quarter of calander

year 1981 was scheduled rework, updates and system integration of

the ESI Advanced Development Models. During this time, very few

technical developments were made; however, one step taken late in

the quarter was to define the approach for test fixtures used

with the digital circuit boards. This report presents a

technical overview of the design philosophy.

Technical Overview of the ESI-Test Fixturen

An early objective of the ESI follow on program is to create a

series of test fixtures suitable for testing the circuit card

assemblies (CCA's) undergoing redesign on the same project. The

problem then is to create a test fixture which can be designed

and constructed while the CCA design itself is being brought to

maturity. One advantage the ESI program enjoys is the fact that

previously built ADM versions of the CCA's have defined the

generic requirements so the redesign efforts on them represent

enhancements and improvements rather than total restructuring of

input and output characteristics.

The method decided' upon utilizes a signature analysis

technique. The architecture of the test fixtures is shown in

Figure 1.

The tester architecture uses a 2K x K PROM to generate M input

signals driving the CCA under test. A 2K x N PROM generates

signals which would be expected from a properly operating CCA.

The signals which actually return from the CCA under test, when

it is driven by the K input signal lines, are compared to those
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stored in the 2K x N PROQ and any errors are displayed. The
sequence halts on an error to display the incorrect response.

The 2K x N input signals are grouped into separate sequences

which allow major subsystems of the CCA to be tested in order to

isolate any faults.

Several advantages can be cited for this approach. One is the

fact that the majority of the circuit boards in the ESI (9 of 11)

are digital in nature so the technique is widely applicable and

provides a common design base. Since the detailed functional

requirements reside within the PROM's, revisions can be

A accommodated with code changes rather than hardware changes.

This allows the test fixtures and CCA's to be developed in

parallel. The approach should go a long way to prevent test

fixture obsolescence as the ESI matures in response to future

network needs.

The signature analysis approach to the test fixtures should

provide a good common design base along with excellent

flexibility for accommodating future changes resulting from

system level maturity.

The follow-on ESI program contains a number of enhancements

such as Downline Loading capability, Upline Frequency Tracking,

and Built-In Test, which will be incorporated as the Circuit Card

Assembly designs progress. Future quarterly reports will discuss

technical details and philosophy of those designs.
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